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ABSTRACT 
This project is an MBA dissertation paper, in joint with the Chinese Executive 
Club (CEC) and the Hong Kong Women Professionals & Entrepreneurs Association 
(HKWPEA), to undertake a study on electronic commerce (EC). The objective is to 
examine the current progress of SMEs in Hong Kong on EC adoption, obstacles for 
deployment, and expectation on the benefits and opportunities that EC may bring 
along to these businesses — based on first-hand data collection from these companies, 
and subsequently proposes an EC strategy formulation framework modified from a 
conventional competitive strategy approach. 
Based on the analysis of the survey results and collaborating with similar 
literature studies from other Asia-Pacific countries, it is clear to the SME managers 
that Hong Kong is lagging behind in EC initiatives and they should be more assertive 
and aggressive in formulating a set of EC strategy in preparing themselves to enter the 
e-business arena. The modified EC strategy formulation framework in this paper 
serves as a thinking process which the SMEs may consider to initiate their EC 
strategies to embracing such a dynamic and fast-moving business environment in the 
Internet era. 
This paper has been submitted to CEC and HKWPEA, and the two 
associations have invited the authors to conduct a formal presentation to their fellow 
members. The objective of the presentation is to facilitate further interactive 
discussions on EC initiatives amongst the members based on the findings of the study. 
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Despite of the recent cool down of the technology hype and a subsequent 
plummet in related global stock markets, electronic commerce (EC) has been the most 
popular yet controversial topic both in the business environment and academic arena 
for the past three to four years. 
This project is an MBA dissertation paper, in joint with the Chinese Executive 
Club (CEC) and the Hong Kong Women Professionals & Entrepreneurs Association 
(HKWPEA), to undertake a study on electronic commerce (EC). The objective of this 
paper is to understand Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in Hong Kong on 
their attitude, mindset, and expectation towards EC — based on first-hand data 
collection from these companies and subsequently proposes a set of generic EC 
strategy formulation framework catering for their deployment. 
SMEs are the basic building blocks of Hong Kong's economy with their 
relatively low start-up costs and flexibility in a rapid and ever-changing business 
environment. As a matter of fact, SME accounts for 98% (source: 
www.tdctrade.com) of the local business establishments in Hong Kong (detail 
definition of SME will be presented in later section of this paper), a significant force 
driving the city's economic development. SMEs contribute to Hong Kong by 
constantly creating a large number of job opportunities by employing 57% (source: 
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www.tdctrade.com) of the domestic workforce. Many of today's highly successful 
private or publicly listed corporations have grown and developed from SME - their 
vision, dynamism and effective response in a highly competitive local, regional, and 
global business environment provide the role model and inspiration for today's SMEs 
with similar aspirations. 
The recent development of EC introduces both new threats and business 
opportunities to the SMEs - EC is changing the way businesses are conducted. 
Originated from the United States more than 5 years ago, EC has the potential to 
radically alter economic activities and the business environment. The future growth 
of EC is much more likely to be determined by the business-to-business (B2B) 
segment. Four major factors (Hill, C. et al, 1999) contribute to the success of B2B: 
• A reduction in transaction costs and improvement of product quality and 
customer service 
• A dramatic increase in revenue generation by global market exposure 
without any geographic restrictions 
• A defensive reaction to competitors engaging in similar EC activities, and 
• Insistence by large businesses that all of their suppliers link into their EC 
supply chain as a condition of conducting businesses 
It is believed that the biggest winners of B2B EC are the SMEs - since large 
businesses already have Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system in place, the 
accessibility of the Internet makes EC a realistic possibility for SMEs to further 
enhance its competitiveness and is likely to lead to its widespread diffusion and out-
perform giant corporations and dominant industry players. 
In Hong Kong, B2B EC has not been a big wave until the late 1990s. 
Furthermore, most SMEs are either unfamiliar with the threats and opportunities that 
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EC may bring along, or they may be too reluctant to adopt this new approach of 
radically changing the fundamentals of how businesses are being done. Globalization 




2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Extensive research was carried out so as to draw valuable insights from 
relevant works. The search yielded several pieces that are of relevance to this 
research and they are discussed in the following sections. We have selected to review 
these researches from Hong Kong and other Asia-Pacific countries so as to serve as 
benchmarks for comparison with our SME samples under study. Before reviewing 
these researches however, we first move our attention to review a theoretical 
competitive strategy framework which we will refer to when we modify it to become 
our strategic framework for EC in later sections of our paper. 
2.1 Theoretical Framework - A Strategic Planning Model 
The Strategic Planning Model is the integral part of the integrated approach to 
strategic management (Hill, C. et al, 1999). A strategy is an action a company takes 
to attain one or more of its goals. For most, if not all organizations, an overriding 
goal is to achieve superior performance. Thus, a strategy can often be defined more 
precisely as an action a company takes to attain superior performance. It is ultimately 
important to understand the analytical techniques and skills necessary to identify and 
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exploit strategies successfully. The are five main components in the strategic planning 
model are elaborated as follows: 
(I) Selection of the corporate mission and major corporate goals 
The mission and major goals of an organization provide the context within 
which strategies are formulated. The mission sets out why the organization exists 
and what it should be doing. Major goals specify what the organization hopes to 
fulfill in the medium to long term. 
(II) External Analysis 
The objective of external analysis is to identify strategic opportunities and 
threats in the organization's operating environment. 
(III) Internal Analysis 
This step is to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of the organization. The 
objective is to identify the sources of competitive advantage, of the organization. 
Building and maintaining a competitive advantage requires a company to achieve 
superior efficiency, quality, innovation, and customer responsiveness. Achieving 
superiority requires that a company develops appropriate distinctive competencies, 
which in turn are a product of the kind of resources and capabilities that a company 
possesses. 
(IV) Strategic Choice 
The next step requires generating a series of strategic alternatives, given the 
result from external and internal analysis. The central purpose is to identify strategies 
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that align, fit, or match a company resources and capabilities to the demands of the 
environment in which the company operates. The strategic alternatives generated can 
encompass business-level, functional-level, corporate-level, and global strategies. 
The selected choice would best enable the company to survive and compete in the 
fast-changing and competitive environment that characterizes most modem industries. 
(V) Strategy Implementation 
Once a company has chosen a strategy to achieve its goals, the strategy then 
has to be implemented accordingly. 
Each of the above components constitutes a sequential step in the strategic 
planning process. The task of analyzing the organization's external and internal 
environment and then selecting an appropriate strategy is normally referred to as 
strategy formulation. In this paper, the primary objective is to assist the SMEs in 
approaching their EC adoption. Therefore, by customizing EC specific elements as 
well as the common characteristics of Hong Kong SMEs found in our result, we 
propose a modified EC formulation framework catering for Hong Kong's SMEs EC 
deployment. 
Summary of Previous Research 
2.2.1 Research from Hong Kong 
In a study on the readiness and challenge of local companies and consumers in 
Hong Kong towards EC (Chan, M.，1999), the author investigates aspects on 
computer and Internet knowledge of the general public and availability of EC 
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adoption and implementation in the business community. The sample group in the 
paper, general consumers and local companies in Hong Kong, forms an effective basis 
of comparison for our SME samples, i.e. we are able to understand the most recent 
general trend and perceptions of EC adoption in Hong Kong. The study suggests that 
the SAR Government is crucial in enhancing the development of EC in Hong Kong. 
The author identifies some of the huge obstacles facing Hong Kong in preparing for 
EC implementation, emphasizing on the issue of misconception of EC leading to 
mistrust against electronic transaction and further urges the government to develop 
strategies in correcting these misconception most people have in order to promote EC. 
The author also believes that whilst the government should take the role in facilitating 
EC development, private sectors should lead. Finally, the study concludes that Hong 
Kong is in fact, led by other countries in EC adoption, affected mostly by their 
corresponding legal frameworks. The author holds a strong view that EC will be the 
future business model for all companies which strive to survive in a highly 
competitive global market. 
2.2.2 Research from Taiwan 
In Taiwan, a report published by a governmental research body (Hsueh, L.M. 
et al, 2000) presents the current situation of EC adoption such as benefits and 
obstacles perceived by SMEs as well as large Taiwanese corporations and proposes a 
few strategies for the government to promote EC in Taiwan. The analysis in this 
report is based on data from the survey on Indicators for the Adoption of B2B EC 
among enterprises in Taiwan conducted by the Commerce Department of the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs within the period from April 20 to May 14，1999 from a sample 
of SMEs in 15 different industries. 
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Major findings in the report suggest that SMEs in Taiwan generally believe 
that EC is unlikely to lead to the total disappearance of traditional distribution 
channels. As to B2B EC, large companies have started concentrating their efforts on 
their core business areas with high value added whilst outsourcing their 
manufacturing operations has led to a major increase in OEM business opportunities 
for Taiwan's OEM manufacturers. Thus, the development of B2C EC is beneficial to 
the SMEs, and it can be anticipated that this will not be accompanied by a situation in 
which the industrial structure is completely dominated by the large enterprises 
threatening the survival of the SMEs. A comparison on the introduction of B2B EC 
in different categories of enterprise shows that medium-sized enterprises are 
significantly more enthusiastic about introducing B2B EC than the small ones as 
medium-sized enterprises introduce application items earlier. Obstacles facing SMEs 
in the introduction of EC is mainly due to SMEs，failure to appreciate the importance 
of B2B EC and the lack of technical support. SMEs often do not know how to start -
what kind of service provider for the applications, where to seek help, and what 
advantages can be obtained from initiating B2B EC. 
The paper also recommends the Taiwanese government a set of promotional 
strategies for EC: (i) strengthen the basic EC infrastructure, (ii) speed up the 
cultivation of EC talent, (iii) investigate unemployment and related labor policies 
created by EC and, (iv) stimulate growth in EC by example. SMEs in Taiwan should 
prepare to turn challenges into business opportunities. 
2.2.3 Research from Singapore 
An academic research from Singapore (Hui, C.K. et al, 1998) examines the 
willingness of its local SMEs to adopt the B2B EC model with a sample of 58 SMEs. 
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The paper suggests two camps of adopters among the SMEs. Early Movers (those 
who are currently willing to adopt EC constituting 62%-74% of the sample) are found 
to be motivated by the relative advantage of adopting EC such as improvement in 
current mode of business and cross-boundaries opportunity. The Late Movers (26%-
38% of the sample) disagree and would rather not adopt. Results also reveal that 
security and confidentiality issues are general concerns among all SMEs. It further 
indicates that most SMEs are bewildered about the potential of EC and are slow in the 
adoption process. Recommendations are made to both the SMEs and the relevant 
bodies to overcome problems of initiating and implementing the adoption of EC. This 
academic research provides insights comparable to the ones from Taiwan and we may 
compare their EC initiatives and willingness to our SME samples in Hong Kong. 
In addition to the academic research mentioned in the preceding paragraph, 
another study jointly commissioned by the Singapore Productivity and Standards 
board and the Singapore Chinese Chamber of Commerce & Industry (PSB & SCCCI, 
2000) explores the extent of awareness and adoption of EC usage by local SMEs and 
it specifically identifies the EC needs and requirements of the SMEs and assesses the 
extent to which EC solution providers (ECSPs), enablers, portal companies, and EC 
exchanges is currently meeting these needs. The study surveyed a total of 9 ECSPs, 
49 current EC SME users and 204 potential EC SME users. 
Findings of this study point out that current SME EC users' satisfaction to 
ECSPs vary with the latter's ability to customize products to meet the SMEs，needs, 
their range of products/services, the service in supporting trading with buyers/sellers 
from other portals, integration with back-end business operations, and enhancement of 
value-added business services. In addition, SMEs’ satisfactions are also affected by 
the level of customer service, reliability, reputation, and the pricing and cost of the 
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service. Concerns of SMEs include investment cost, security of EC and profitability 
of investment. Thus, it is important for ECSPs to provide high levels of security to 
ensure all transactions are carried smoothly in a safe environment, to ensure the ease 
of hardware and software installation, adoption and usage, and to after-sales training. 
In addition, the survey also found that the majority of current users are recent EC 
adopters but not big spenders in terms of start-up EC investment. The reason for 
dissatisfaction with ECSPs is the inability to customize their products to meet the 
customers' needs, inadequate technical support, high maintenance costs, lack of 
platform inter-operability, and limited range of products and services offered. 
Clearly, SMEs feel that the solutions/services currently offered by ECSPs are not 
comprehensive. For the EC non-adopters, they are comfortable with the traditional 
methods of doing business and feel that they do not need EC and therefore not taking 
the initiatives. Around 1/3 of the non-users remain undecided on whether they will 
adopt EC within the next 12 months. Furthermore, of the companies planning to 
adopt EC in the immediate future, most are prepared to invest only modest amounts. 
Both current users and non-users regard good customer service and reliability 
as essential in the choice of an ECSP. Current users attached great importance to the 
relevance of the ECSPs to their industry whereas non-users rate lower relative to the 
other factors. Current users accorded to the reputation of the ECSPs to relatively 
lower importance as compared to non-users. On the other hand, non-users attached 
more importance to the providers' packages with the ability to enable worldwide 
distribution, ability to provide e-financing and cash management services, and e-
payment services to enable online payments and receipts. They are also concerned 
with the security of EC, trustworthiness of trading partners and the costs involved in 
EC investment. However, current users are more concerned with the cost, followed 
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by trading partners and security. SME potential users intend requiring government 
support to strengthen their management and marketing capabilities, provide access to 
capital funds, pair up with suitable mentors and consultants, organize EC training and 
assistance to reach out to global markets. In addition, they are also in need of the 
necessary knowledge for EC adoption, and the recommendation of ECSPs. 
This study shifts our focus to the willingness of SMEs’ EC adoption to the 
analysis of identifying a set of SMEs，requirement when considering the service of an 
ideal EC solution provider and it helps us to shape our EC strategy formulation 
framework modified from the conventional competitive strategy approach. 
2.2.4 Research from Australia 
In Australia, a project by a government agency (NOIE, 2000) examines the 
readiness of Australians to participate in the information economy, the intensity of 
current social and economic activity being undertaken via the Internet, and the 
impacts this activity is having on the Australian society as follows: (i) Readiness -
large Australian businesses have nearly reached the saturation point in terms of 
Internet adoption and are nearing saturation in home pages. Small business shows 
much lower levels of connections to the Internet than medium size firms, (ii) Intensity 
—SMEs connected to the Internet were mostly engaged in Internet based sales and 
actively placing orders for goods and services. Firms in the business service category 
are more likely to be involved in advertising or selling products or services, and in 
purchasing products and services over the Internet. Australia is a major driver of B2C 
EC in the Asia-Pacific, (iii) Impacts - the primary benefits of EC identified by SME 
were: access to a much larger potential market, increase the efficiency of business 
processes and a reduction in costs. SMEs' apprehensions with EC center around 
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concerns about alienating their existing customers and technical issues arising out of 
lack of computer expertise. The report further forecasts that EC has had, and will 
continue to have, a deflationary impact on many product and service categories, 
which will positively impact on the economy as a whole. 
This report furthers our benchmarking objective by understanding the 
Australian SMEs' mindset on EC adoption. It illustrates the benefits that are being 
identified and brought about by EC to their local businesses' early EC initiatives. 
2.2.5 Research from Asia-Pacific 
When we change our focus to a macro view, we may consolidate the current 
situation of EC adoption in the APEC region, including the countries that are being 
studies in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore, with a research conducted by APEC 
(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 1999). This report undertakes a survey and study on EC 
adoption and use by SMEs in all 21 APEC member economies. 
The report assesses the APEC SME characteristics with regard to aspects of 
EC adoption and future usage: the potential opportunities and perceived benefits, 
impediments and barriers, perceived security and legal issues, opinion as to the 
importance to adopt EC, and perceived economies' interventions to promote and 
support the adoption of EC. The study has also shown that there are early SMEs 
adopters of EC in all APEC economies who take a strong interest in its further 
development. These SMEs believe that the potential benefits of EC significantly 
outweigh the disadvantages and risks and they welcome the involvement of APEC 
economies in addressing these inhibitors and facilitating EC adoption through a wide 
range of measures. The research confirms that SMEs in the APEC economies believe 
that governments have an important role to play in enabling firms to be competitive 
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by promoting the development of EC. It examines areas where measures or initiatives 
by governments might effectively address the inhibitors to SME adoption of EC. 
These include measures to improve market conditions, build trust and confidence in 
the electronic marketplace, address gaps in the information infrastructure, and build 
firm-level SME capability to participate fully in EC. The report concludes with a set 
of suggestions for the actions by individual APEC member economies as well as by 
individual SMEs. In the meantime, it also suggests multilateral policy and collective 
programs development by APEC to support the development of EC for SMEs. This 
conclusion brings to our attention that EC development is an important issue that most 
APEC countries are concerning and pushing and we may use this macro analysis as a 
final benchmark for Hong Kong SMEs to follow when formulating EC strategy. 
2.3 Limitation of Previous Studies 
All researches except one mentioned above have been conducted outside of 
Hong Kong and thus cannot represent our local business environment. Moreover, 
some of the researches include samples of large corporations as well as SMEs. 
Although the first study was conducted in Hong Kong locally, the objective and 
sample group are general consumers and all businesses. As such, our study of SME 
sample may serve as fiirther complement to this study. On the other hand, the four 
previous researches in 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 from 3 different countries are particularly useful 
in serving as benchmarks for our SMEs in Hong Kong to compare with the other two 




This project intends to serve as an analytical study on the current development 
of EC application on SMEs in Hong Kong. Opportunities, benefits, as well as the 
practical and perceived barriers to the adoption of EC are the major focuses. The 
objectives are: 
• To investigate the extensiveness of IT application in SMEs business 
operations 
• To investigate the extensiveness of deploying EC solutions for SMEs in 
Hong Kong today 
• To investigate and identify the obstacles and barriers for SMEs in applying 
strategic IT and EC solutions 
• To identify possible threats of EC to local SMEs 
• To identify major business opportunities which EC may bring to SMEs 
• To propose a thinking process to assist SMEs in adopting to EC initiatives 
By analyzing our findings and collaborating with similar studies from other 
Asia-Pacific countries, this paper intends to present to our SME business owners the 
current situation of SME EC development in Hong Kong. As a result, they may 
justify their perceived opportunities and benefits, obstacles and expectations as 
compared to other members within and outside their specific industries in the SME 
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business environment. Furthermore, by examining the SMEs' views on their 
expectation on EC regulatory issues, policy makers may share these concerns and thus 
improve local EC practices to better facilitate a virtual business environment of 




Data collected in this paper are analyzed based on qualitative methods, 
reinforced by quantitative techniques to investigate SMEs' views and perceptions on 
the different aspects and issues of EC. The study does not intend to impose general 
views solely based on statistical measurement from members of the CEC and the 
HKWPEA and subsequently apply to all SMEs in Hong Kong. 
4.1 Definitions 
4.1.1 Electronic Commerce (EC) 
Different definitions of EC are being used in different contexts and for varying 
purposes. For this project however, we follow the definition of EC used in the SME 
Electronic Commerce Study (APEC, 1999), definition as follows: 
"Electronic commerce is defined as the use of computers and electronic 
networks to conduct business over the Internet or another electronic network 
In this definition, the term ‘business, means all activity that generates value 
both within the firm and with suppliers and customers. ” 
This broad definition of EC is widely used by academics as well as business 
consultants and it is relevant to the context of our study. The definition denotes the 
value that is added to internal and external business processes by the use of electronic 
networks. 
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4.1.2 Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise (SME) 
The definition of what constitutes SME varies widely throughout the world. 
In Taiwan, the government defines SMEs as those businesses within the 
manufacturing, mining or construction sectors with capital of less than NT$60 million, 
or those employing fewer than 200 persons. For any other sectors, companies with 
annual sales of less than NT$80 million or those employing fewer than 50 persons are 
considered SMEs. 
In Singapore, the Association of Small and Medium Enterprises (ASME) 
defines SME as a company with employees not exceeding 100 and annual turnover 
not exceeding SG$15 million. 
Since this project focuses on the study of our local SMEs in the Hong Kong 
business environment, our definition follows the Hong Kong Productivity Council's 
(HKPC) definition on SME. The definition is relatively simple - companies with up 
to 100 Hong Kong-based employees are being classified as SME. 
4.2 Data Collection 
In order to assess SMEs on their perceptions and views on the expected 
potential future benefits of EC, and the existing obstacles and barriers they have 
encountered during EC deployment, this study applies three research techniques to 
collect information: 
4.2.1 Bilingual Survey 
Surveys were distributed to all members of the CEC and the HKWPEA 
through distribution channels of their respective association committee and more than 
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70 responses were collected at the end. The survey was also posted on the Internet 
for download via the website http://www.geocities.com/lyklyka/project/survey/. 
The survey was designed to investigate the extensiveness of IT application in 
SMEs business operations, the extensiveness of deploying EC solutions for SMEs in 
Hong Kong today, and to identify the obstacles and barriers for SMEs in applying 
strategic IT and EC solutions. Questions were designed after reviewing several sets 
of survey from prior projects mentioned in chapter 2 and various books on EC. The 
survey consisted of scaled multiple-choice questions as well as open questions for 
textual comments. In order to ensure that all companies were able to understand the 
questions and respond accordingly, the survey was prepared in both Chinese and 
English versions. Moreover, the survey also invited companies to sign up for 
individual company interview. The original questionnaire is attached in Appendix I. 
4.2.2 Manager Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with SME business owners/entrepreneurs and 
senior managers from short-listed companies. All interviews were conducted in 
person. Selection was based on 3 criteria: 
• Current status of EC adoption 
• Size of the company, and 
• Company business background & related industry nature 
These interviews provided a contextual understanding through sharing of 
insights from various experienced professionals and leaders from their respective 
industries. Interviews were conducted on a one-on-one basis with general questions 
from managers' views in EC trends followed by customized questions on the specific 
industry of the companies. 
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4.2.3 Desk Research 
Desk research was conducted to assist in the design of survey questions, to 
supplement the result analysis, and to guide the development of the recommended EC 
framework. These researches included the previous studies mentioned in chapter 2 as 
well as books related to SMEs EC and strategic models. Researches are all being 
done through Internet and library research. 
4.2.4 Formal Presentation 
A formal presentation of our result findings in this paper was conducted to the 
members of CEC, HKWPEA and guests from different companies. The presentation 
was tentatively scheduled as follows: 
Date : 22 May 2001 
Venue : The Banker's Club, 43/f Landmark, Central, Hong Kong 
Time : 7:00pm 
Appendix II encloses a letter of gratitude from the committees of the two 
associations as well as their invitation for the formal presentation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5.0 PROFILE OF SURVEY AND INTERVIEW RESULTS 
\ 
This section presents an overview profile of the survey respondents in two 
ways: by industry sector (Service or Manufacturing) and by size. Since all 
respondents are members of either CEC or HKWPEA, factors such as the extent of 
collaboration by the two associations may exist. Therefore, the results could not be 
considered as a random sample nor the statistical analysis could possibly be 
extrapolated to imply all SME population in Hong Kong. The specific numerical 
results may only provide a convenient way of summarizing our qualitative research 
using quantitative analytical techniques. 
Of the 70 surveys collected from the two associations, a total of 44 companies 
fall into our criteria for SME (Note: From now on, we use the term “SME 
respondents “ or simply “respondents ” interchangeably to denote this target group of 
44 companies), 32% of which are categorized into the service industry and 68% are 
from the manufacture sector. Exhibit lA and IB show the respective distribution of 
respondents from the service and manufacturing sectors. 
The sectors for service include: Technology/Telecom, Trading Agent, 
Consulting Service, Constructions, Computer/IT, Law/Legal Services, Retail, 
Banking/Financial Services, and Education. Respondents are evenly distributed 
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Exhibit lA Respondents in the Service Sector 
others： Edjcation BankingflFinarelal 
18% . ™ Services 
TechndqgspTeleccmi 
Consiiting Services ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ Law/Le^ Services 
慨 Cbnsb-udim , 侧 
qni Computer 肝 
3 % 
among different industries with Consulting Service having the highest percentage of 
18%. 
There are also another 18% of respondents belonging to service industries 
other than the categories included in the survey. 
The sectors for manufacturing include: Toys, Garment/Textile, Jewelry, 
Electronic Product, Plastic Product, and Metallic Product. Toys manufacturers are the 
X 1 1 Respondents in the Manufactoring Sector 
• Toys 
( ^ ^ ^ I iiiiiiiiIlia 
7% 1作 
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majority in this group, followed by Electronic Product manufacturers. 37% of 
respondents belong to sectors other than those listed above. 
For the managers' interview, companies were selected from the following 
sectors: toys manufacturing, food product, retail, garment, and machinery trading. 
Exhibit 2 shows the distribution of respondents by the number of employees in 
our respondent companies. Companies with fewer than 10 employees represent 32% 
of the respondents. Companies with 10 to 50 employees are the majority; they 
represent 48% of our respondents. The rest are companies with 51 to 100 employees. 
Exhibit 2 Respondents by Number of Employees 
051-100 






6.0 RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
This section presents general findings on our respondents regarding their 
current business models in the aspects of IT/computer application for functional and 
operational business processes. In addition, this section also summarizes the views of 
our SME respondents on EC as to their expectations and perceived barriers for such 
deployment. Finally, comments and views are also extracted from the manager 
interviews and incorporated into this section. 
6.1 Current usage of Computer and EC Capability 
6.1.1 Computer Terminals 
All of our SME respondents are using computers for their daily business 
operation. In general, the number of computer terminals in a company is proportional 
to the number of employees. Exhibits 3A, 3B, and 3C illustrate our findings in 
graphical presentation. For companies with fewer than 50 employees, the ratio of 
computers to employees is very close to 1:1. However, as the number of employees 
in a company increases, this ratio may drop because larger companies employ more 
non-clerical staff, for example, staff for retail sales, production line and transportation 
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workers, who do not require their own computer terminals or they may share a 
common terminal. 
Exhibit 3A Number of Computer Terminal s 




Exhibit 3B rvbjmber of Computer Termlnatf s 
(Companies with 10-50 employees) 
<10 
81% 
Exhibit 3C Number of Computer Terminal s 




6.1.2 MIS/IT Department 
The common usage of computer and software applications among SMEs 
creates the needs for self-staffed MTS/TT department. Even for companies with fewer 
than 10 employees, there are more than half of our respondents setting up MIS/IT 
team. For larger companies, there is yet stronger needs for driving cost effectiveness 
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by operating their own MS/IT department. Exhibit 4A, 4B, and 4C illustrate this 
fact. 
Exhibit 4A Number of MISflT Staff 





Exhibit 4B Number ofMISflT Staff 
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6.1.3 Outsourced IT Functions 
Regarding the type of functions that the respondents outsource to a party 
(external) service provider, 39% of the respondents indicated that they are not 
currently outsourcing any IT functions. For the companies that need to outsource 
their IT functions, hardware and software maintenances have become their number 
one priority. Another top priority outsourced IT function is the design and 
maintenance of company website. Viewing from another perspective, 69% of the 
respondents that have already established their company websites rely on the service 
from external IT companies. On the other hand, there are only a small percentage of 
our respondents outsourcing data storage and administration to an external party. 
This observation is consistent with the opinion expressed by the managers throughout 
our interviews regarding their concerns on data privacy and security. Table 1 
summarizes our findings at a glance. Note that the percentages in the table do not add 
up to 100% because companies may concurrently subscribe to more than one 
outsource services at one time. 
Table 1: Outsourced IT Functions 
Outsourced IT Functions Percentage of Companies 
Hardware's Maintenance 43% 
Software's Maintenance 41% 
Database's Maintenance 4.5% 
Data Administration 2.3% 
Data Storage 2.3% 
Website Design and Maintenance 25% 
Do not Out-sourced any IT Functions 39% 
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6.1.4 Internet and E-mail 
With reference to Exhibits 5 A, 5B, 5C and 5D, 91% of all SME respondent 
companies have their computers or computer networks accessible to the Internet. Tn 
particular, 62% of these companies are using dial-up modems to connect to the 
Internet while the remaining 38% are having leased line to either connect with their 
Internet Service Provider (ISP) or set up their own Virtual Private Network (VPN). 
54% of the respondents who are having leased line have remote office/manufacturing 
plant in either PRC or overseas. 
Exhibit 5A Company with Internet Access 
No 
9% 
Y e s 
91% 
Exhibit 5B Connection for Internet 
L e a s e d L i n e  
38% 
iai -up 
While the majority of our respondents are having Internet access, only 37% of 
them allow every single computer terminal on their company network to access the 
Internet. From our interviews, some managers have pointed out that they are mainly 
concerning their staff to browse the Internet for non-job-related information and this 
is particularly significant for their China offices. Moreover, more than half of the 
respondents are restricting employees from having their own corporate email 
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accounts. Beside the concern on non-job-related Internet browsing, the perception on 
the risk of receiving computer viruses through email is another key issue for such 
decision. 
^ . .. .. Proportion of ©mpioyess JLXniDlt having own email account 
N o E m a i l 
Faci l i ty 
1 0 0 % of staff 3 % … ， - , „ 
2 9 % < 1 0 % of staff 
5 1 - 9 9 % of M 
Vst 侧 
Exhibit 5D Proportion of terminals with 
internet accessibility 
100% of <10% of 
termini terminals 
of of terminals 
terminals 2S% 
10% 
6.1.5 Electronic Business Functions 
Table 2 outlines the electronic business functions implementation plan of our 
respondents. It shows the timeframe of our SME respondents' plan to implement 
different IT and EC strategies to automate and flirther enhance their business 
operation processes as well as expanding business opportunities to the Internet world. 
There are no significant differences between the plans of respondents from the 
manufacturing sector and those from the service sector. We may analyze some of the 
findings according to the priority ranking in the following sub-paragraphs: 
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(I) Top rank electronic business functions already implemented by SMEs 
Among all electronic business functions in the implementation plan, the top 6 
functions that most of the companies have already implemented are: 
1st. Research or collect information on Internet 
2nd. A computerized database of customers 
3rd. An internal computer network 
4th. A computerized record of inventory 
5th. A computerized database of suppliers 
6th. Establish a corporate website 
With the exception of “Research or collect information on Internet", the top 
listed functions have all been developed and widely used by most companies well 
before the inception of the Internet during the mid-90s. It has come to our attention 
that even though "Research or collect information on the Internet" has been ranked 
number 1 on the list, we have also shared the experiences through our manager 
interviews that some SMEs have difficulties in obtaining industry-related information 
due to their highly specialized business nature. 
The next most popular (Rank function is to "Establish a corporate 
websiteDespite that 36% of the SME respondents indicated that they have 
established their own websites, many of the websites contain only brief company 
information such as service and product information, and company background 
profile. In addition，the information published on the websites is mostly outdated. 
Moreover, a few of the company websites are not accessible due to technical 
problems such as connectivity. 
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Table 2: Electronic Business Function Implementation Plan 
• 1 J 1 . , Within More Consider Do not 
Already Withm6 ^^ than 12 but no time consider to  
Implemented months Months schedule implement 
A computerized database of 64% 2% 2% 0% 14% 18% 
customers 
A computerized database of 390/^  7% 2% 2% 14% 36% 
suppliers 
A computerized record of 430^ 5% 50/, 0% 16% 31% 
inventory 
An internal computer network 55% 5% 0% 2% 16% 22% 
An external computer network 0% 5% 0% 30% 49% 
linking business partners 
An external computer network 纖 5% 5% 0% 25% 42% 
linking overseas' office/plant 
Establish a corporate website 36% 14% 7% 7% 16% 20% 
Research or collect information ^6% 5% 0% 0% 5% 24% 
on Internet 
Material sourcing on the 9% 2% 7% 0% 32% 50% 
Internet 
Order placement with business igo/^  2% 5% 2% 25% 28% 
counterparts over the Internet 
Making payment to business O�/� 0% 0% 0% 43% 57% 
counterparts over the Internet 
Customers order received over 23% 2% 5% 2% 20% 48% 
Internet 
Customers payment over 0% 7% 0% 0% 41% 52% 
Internet 
Supply chain management 2% 2% 2% 2% 30% 62% 
Internet marketing/advertising 20% 18% 7% 5% 18% 32% 
Recruitment via the Internet 20% 5% 2% 0% 25% 48% 
Provide on-line retailing on the 50/^  90/� 2% 0% 25% 59% 
Internet 
Provide technical support or 
online enquiry service to 0% 18% 9% 0% 25% 48% 
customer via Internet 
Banking over the Internet 14% 9% 7% 0% 23% 47% 
Outsource administrative work 
to service provider over the 0% 7% 0% 0% 34% 59% 
Internet 
Outsource functional work to 
service provider over the 0% 2% 2% 0% 32% 64% 
Internet  
One of the managers from our interviews has explained that they do not have 
the time and extra human resources to keep the contents of the corporate website 
always up-to-date and that the company must not publish price information on the 
website due to frequent price fluctuation and mostly because they do not want 
competitors to share such confidential information. 
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The top 6 priorities on our list comprise more than 75% of the responses and 
the rest of the listed functions have been implemented by less than 25% of our SME 
respondents. 
(II) Top rank electronic business functions most reluctant to be implemented by 
SMEs 
The top 5 functions which had not been implemented by any of the SMEs 
respondents are: 
1st. Making payment to business counterparts over the Internet 
2nd. Outsource administrative work to service provider over the Internet 
3rd. Outsource functional work to service provider over the Internet 
4th. Customers payment over Internet 
5th. Provide technical support or online enquiry service to customer via the 
Internet 
Not surprisingly at all, these 5 functions are also coincidentally the top rank 
functions that the respondents do not consider to implement. 57% of the respondents 
do not consider to implement "Making payment to business counterparts over the 
Internet “，64% for “Outsource functional work to service provider over the Internet “， 
59% for “Outsource administrative work to service provider over the Internet"，52% 
for “Customers payment over Internet “，and 48% for "Provide technical support or 
online enquiry service to customer via the Internet". We may make a general 
assumption to identify these functions into two categories: 1) performing online 
transaction on the Internet and 2) outsource business functions to online Application 
Service Provider (ASP). 
In one of our interviews with an SME owner, we have noticed that the 
company has established its own computer system for most business functions such as 
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accounting, inventory management, customer/supplier/product databases, etc. The 
owner believes that similar to most of the SMEs in Hong Kong, his company has 
developed its own proprietary system with a high degree of customized business 
process logic which cannot possibly be replaced by generic applications offered 
online by the ASP. Furthermore, a self-owned and developed system can be more 
easily and flexible in adjusting to changes in business requirement. 
(Ill) Top rank expected effectiveness of electronic business functions 
Our SME respondents rank their expected effectiveness of the listed functions 
very close to the order of the most recently implemented functions listed in Table 2. 
In other words, they have prioritized to implement those functions which they expect 
to be most effective in helping their business operation. Table 3A illustrates the 
overall effectiveness priority ranking perceived by our respondents. 
Table 3A: Effectiveness of Electronic Business Functions (Ranking) 
Rank Electronic business functions 
(Most Effective) 
1 A computerized database of customers 
2 Research or collect information on the Internet 
3 An internal computer network 
4 Establish a corporate website 
5 A computerized record of inventory 
6 An external network linking overseas office/plant 
7 A computerized database of suppliers 
8 Internet marketing/advertising 
9 An external network linking business partners 
10 Customers order received over the Internet 
11 Provide technical support or online enquiry service to customer via Internet 
12 Banking over the Internet 
13 Order placement with business counterparts 
14 Recruitment via the Internet 
15 Material sourcing on the internet 
16 Provide on-line retailing on the Internet 
17 Supply chain management 
18 Customers payment over Internet 
19 Outsource administrative work to service provider over the Internet 
20 Making payment over the Internet 
21 Outsource functional work to service provider over the Internet 
(Least Effective)  
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Table 3B further elaborates the respective average scores of effectiveness as 
perceived by companies, which have already implemented such functions, as 
compared to those average scores taken from all respondents. 
Table 3B: Effectiveness of Electronic Business Functions (Scores Comparison) 
Average score for companies 
that have already implemented ^ score for all 
Electronic business ‘fimctions such tunction respondents 
(1 = no effect, 5 = very P 
effective)  
An internal computer network 4.14 3.91 
Banking over the Internet 4.00 3.00 
A computerized record of inventory 3.94 3.74 
A computerized database of ^ ^^ ^ 
customers ‘ ‘ 
An external computer network ^ g^ ^ 
linking overseas' office/plant ‘ ‘ 
Recruitment via the Internet 3.89 2.68 
Research or collect information on ^ g^ ^ 
the Internet • 
Establish a corporate website 3.69 3.51 
A computerized database of ^ 幻 ^ 20 
suppliers ‘ 
An external computer network ^ ^ lo 
linking business partners ‘ ‘ 
Internet marketing/advertising 3.56 3.00 
Material sourcing on the Internet 3.50 2.74 
Provide on-line retailing on the ^ ^q 2 77 
Internet ‘ 
Customers order received over the ^ ^q ^ jq 
Internet ‘ 
Supply chain management 3.00 2.73 
Order placement with business ^ qq 2 66 
counterparts over the Internet ‘ ‘ 
Average 3.66 3.18 
Towards the end of the list in Table 3B, we observe that managers have a 
tendency to give lower priorities for functions involving interaction with external 
parties over the Internet such as "Customers order received over the Internet"’ 
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"Supply chain management “’ “Order placement with business counterparts over the 
Internet: 
After taking the average (mean) score based on our numerical scale from the 
survey, it is interesting to point out that the average score of the effectiveness on the 
“Already Implemented” functions from Table 2 are generally higher than those of 
"Not-yet implemented" functions. 
As mentioned previously, it is rather apparent that most SME respondents 
have implemented the functions which they consider most effective. As a matter of 
fact, all highly "effective" functions already being “implemented’，have been rated 3 
or higher on a scale of 5, which reflects the view that our respondents consider these 
activities as both highly important and practical electronic business functions. 
One interesting experience sharing from our interview is that even though 
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Internet marketing is perceived as one of the most effective channel (Ranked 8 in 
Table 3A with an average score of 3.56 in Table 3B) to expand business 
opportunities, SME managers still believe that conventional approaches such as 
participating in tradeshows, exhibition, and through personal connections are equally 
and sometimes more important and that the Internet can never replace such activities. 
As for our SME respondents from the service sector, they perceive the Internet as 
only a tool for incremental market exposure in a highly competitive environment. 
Moreover, they firmly believe that their intermediate role in the supply chain will not 
be diminished because of the value-added services that they provide such as after-
sales service at both retail and wholesales markets. 
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6.2 Perceived Benefits of Electronic Commerce 
Table 4A lists the ranking of our SME respondents' perceived benefits for EC 
deployment. Table 4B further elaborates the breakdown of responses into two 
industry sectors with rankings on potential benefits. With the exception of “Reduce 
costs through Web based purchasing and procurement all potential benefits are 
more than "Quite Important” to the respondents (on a scale of 5 with 5 represents 
"Very Important“ benefits, 3 as "Quite Important" and 1 as "Not Important"). 
In general, respondents from the manufacturing sector give higher scores to 
the overall list of benefits than respondents from the service sector. We can initially 
assume that it is because the manufacturing industry, as compared to the service 
industry, may experience a more dramatic and fundamental change from the 
traditional brick-and-mortar business model to the virtual electronic business model. 
The effect is especially prevalent for SMEs when most of the times they do not start 
the manufacturing process until the moment they receive an order confirmation. 
Table 4A: Potential Benefits of Electronic Commerce 
Rank Potential Benefit 
1 Improve information exchange with customers 
2 Reduce cost of maintaining company information 
3 Improve customer service 
4 International market exposure 
5 Enhance customer loyalty and retention 
6 Improve information exchange with suppliers 
7 Reduce costs through web based purchasing and procurement 
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In addition to the ranking results from the survey, we have also collected some 
comments from our manager interviews along with our own view and research to be 
incorporated as follows. 
Table 4B: Potential Benefits of EC Perceived bv Manufacturing and Service Sectors 
Ranking from 
O 丽 11 Manufacturing Service Sector Potential Benefits 
Ranking Sector (Average Score)  
(Average Score)  
Improve information 
1 2 (4.17) 1 ( i /y) exchange with customers 
� Reduce cost of maintaining 
2 /(丄：）/) company information 
, , � � „ � 产 1 , � International market 
3 1(4.18) 5(3.35) exposure 
4 4 (3.75) 3 (3.50) Improve customer service 
Enhance customer loyalty 
5 M i j ) ) and retention 
, � Improve information 
6 6(3.46) 6(3.30) exchange with suppliers 
Reduce costs through web 
7 7 (2.77) 7 (2.52) based purchasing and  
procurement  
6.2.1 Improve Information Exchange with Customers 
"Information exchange with customers “ is a very important benefit of EC and 
a top priority for our SME respondents. EC enables firms to be highly responsive to 
customer needs and become much more efficient when interacting with and servicing 
business and consumer needs. Our SME respondents believe that EC allows their 
companies to offer 24-hour information update to customers through their Internet 
website and respond more quickly and cost effectively to customer inquiries when 
they receive request for information by email. Moreover, it is important that EC 
enables them to keep customer enquires and company information as digital records 
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in order to reduce administration cost and in the meantime, provide better customer 
service with instant record retrieval. 
By interviewing one of our SME respondents, we found a success story of a 
B2C portal in which the company was able to build up an online customer base. By 
submitting image/picture files online, end-consumers are able to personalize the 
finished goods. The manager expressed that even though sales only increased by 5 to 
10%, the online approach had proven to be successful simply by exploring a new 
market channel and attracting an incremental market segment. 
6.2.2 Reduce Cost of Maintaining Company Information 
In the non-industry specific ranking of Table 4A, our SME respondents have 
ranked the ‘‘Reduce cost of maintaining company information “ as the number two 
priority. The cost in this context mainly refers to the administrative cost including 
direct costs (such as paper for documentation copies), labour costs, (payroll for 
administrative staff), and opportunity costs (time spent by staff on maintaining non-
profitable administrative work). However, it is worth mentioning that these costs do 
not refer to the cost actually incur when conducting businesses. 
6.2.3 International Market Exposure 
The average score for this particular benefit is significantly different between 
respondents from the manufacturing sector and the ones from the service sector. 
While manufacturer believes that EC enables them to expose themselves in the 
international market and therefore ranked it as among all potential benefits, 
respondents from the service sector have only ranked it as the potential benefits. 
Such finding can be explained by examining the portfolios of our respondents. The 
major businesses of respondents from the manufacturing sector are the export of 
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finished goods to overseas markets while many respondents from service sector are 
conducting local businesses only. 
There is an interesting finding from our interviews that SMEs have always 
looked at the advertising cost on the Internet as regular operating expenses rather than 
an investment for the company. For example, managers generally believe that 
establishing a corporate website to have a presence on the Internet is only an 
operational expense rather than investment to increase business opportunities. 
6.2.4 Improve Customer Service and Enhance Customer Loyalty & Retention 
Scores on these two benefits are very close for the two industry sectors. As 
discussed above, EC enables firms to be more responsive to customer needs and more 
efficient in interacting and servicing business counterparts and general consumer 
needs. Hence, EC definitely helps companies in improving customer service. The 
ranking of these two benefits are much lower than the "Improve information 
exchange with customers “ priority) is due to the fact that customer service and 
customer retention requires additional and ongoing human interaction to achieve the 
best result. 
One of the SME owners has shared his experience of receiving many customer 
feedbacks via email after his company has established a B2C website. As such, he 
concluded that the B2C website is an efficient and effective communication channel 
between the merchant and the end-consumers. 
6.2.5 Improve Information Exchange with Suppliers 
Again, the scores on this particular potential benefit are very close for the two 
industry sectors. Despite the fact that our SME respondents generally agree that EC 
can improve information exchange with suppliers, a few of the managers from our 
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interviews have also pointed out that it is difficult to execute in practical situation. 
The major difficulties come from the different platforms or systems used by the 
suppliers. It is because most of the big suppliers have been using their own 
proprietary systems as database for inventory but most of them have not implemented 
such transformation onto a web-based common standard environment. As such, 
technical integration of the information amongst the suppliers and the buyers 
computer systems are either too costly, if not impossible, to achieve. 
One example we may quote here is that one of our interviewed respondents is 
currently subscribing to a few different sets of proprietary online tendering systems. 
However, due to the dominant player position of these overseas business counterparts, 
our respondent could only compromise to such arrangements and subscribe to such 
system for a fee. 
6.2.6 Reduce Costs Through Web Based Purchasing and Procurement 
The potential benefit of this item is being ranked last and it is also the only 
benefit with an average score lower than 3. As explained previously, information 
exchange and specifically conducting business transaction with disintegrated systems 
are costly. Moreover, purchasing and procurement involve online transaction and 
payment, quality of goods, and price information confidentiality issues, which are the 
major obstacles (to be discussed in the next section) for our SME respondents in 
applying EC. 
6.3 Obstacles in Applying Electronic Commerce 
This section discusses the perceived obstacles for our SME respondents to 
apply EC strategies. In the survey, respondents were asked to rate different issues 
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according to their level of agreement on each as obstacles. These issues are 
categorized into ‘‘Internar’ "Regulatory”, and "Environmental" aspects. Table 5 
lists the ranking on the level of agreement on each issue in the order of top-down 
indicating the most to least agreeable.. 
Table 5: Perceived Obstacles in EC Deployment by Ranking of Agreement 
Rank Obstacles in EC Deployment 
(Mostly Agree) 
1 Immature electronic payment method is a major concern 
2 Security over the Internet is a major concern 
3 No clear legal framework in regulating the electronic transaction is a 
major concern 
4 Quality of goods purchased over the Internet is major concern 
5 Not enough external sources of information or technical assistance form 
IT solution providers available in the market 
6 The company does not have extra human resources to implement 
electronic commerce 
7 High initial investment cost in setting up electronic commerce 
8 Inadequate government support in promoting e-commerce 
9 Concern on disclosure of company's product to competitors 
10 Low computer or IT proficiency of staff is a major barrier 
11 Rather re-invest to improve current business than this much riskier project 
12 Strategic partners are not adapting electronic commerce 
13 No need due to only small clientele base 
14 The company does not have extra capital resources to implement 
electronic commerce 
15 Competitors in industry are not conducting electronic commerce 
16 Low education level of staff is a major barrier 
17 Lack of success stories with SME in EC as reference 
18 Concern about computer breakdown will result in loss of business if too 
reliant on IT 
19 The company (senior management) does not understand the capabilities & 
advantages of e-commerce/not interested/no need 
20 Involve much changes in company structure and current business 
operation 
21 Great resistance of senior management and general staff in implementing 
electronic commerce 
22 Uncertain of the future business environment - wait and see approach 
23 The company (senior management) does not believe that electronic 
commerce is effective in improving business by reducing cost, generating 
extra revenue, or increase efficiency 
24 The Internet is only a fad and therefore not worth the investment and risk 
(Mostly Disagree) 
After analyzing the responses from our respondents, we have a preliminary 
assumption that our respondents generally consider the "Regulatory” and 
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''Environmental" issues are more of barriers in deploying EC than most of the 
"Internal “ issues 
From the responses we collected from our SME respondents and further 
collaborated with our findings from the interviews, we may readily identify and 
categorized these barriers into 4 fundamental types — electronic payment & data 
confidentiality, quality assurance and proprietary requirement, human and capital 
resources, reluctant to change and lack of drivers and initiatives. 
6.3.1 Electronic Payment & Data Confidentiality 
From our survey result, “Immature electronic payment method”’ "Security 
over the Internet”，and "No clear legal framework in regulating the electronic 
transaction ” are the top 3 barriers for our SME respondents to deploy EC. It is most 
apparent that online payment security and data privacy are the utmost important 
barriers for any business to deploy EC. Moreover, due to its relatively smaller scale 
of operation and fewer numbers of transactions in each particular day as compared to 
large corporations, SMEs inevitably have special concerns and are becoming very 
reluctant to deploy online EC payment. It is because SMEs have the flexibility of 
handling most of their business transactions in the existing and conventional business 
mode. This is also parallel to our respondents' view that they cannot enjoy the 
benefits of deploying EC with their small clientele base simply because not much 
cost-savings can be materialized with this new arrangement. SMEs are also reluctant 
in subscribing to electronic marketplace where the sellers are required to pay part of 
their transaction revenue as commission to the party website. 
From our interviews, we have encountered a few SME owners with diversified 
views on the payment and security issues. One of the managers expressed that the 
company is willing to accept the notion of online payment with the condition of a 
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party as an underwriter or guarantor. This view has been more and more receptive 
since most of the SME respondents have already practiced and subsequently found 
online Internet banking as a fast and convenient way to speed up internal company 
finance operation. In another interview where the SME has developed a B2C website, 
the manager expressed the view that online B2C payment is actually even more of a 
concern to the merchant than to the customers due to security reasons such as 
fraudulent credit card. In most cases however, SME owners find online payment 
unacceptable but in the meantime, they have started to accept online order with the 
additional work of phone confirmation by company staff. 
In regards to data privacy, an interesting view is that even though many 
respondents concern about computer breakdown resulting in loss of business (rank 
18th)，they are very reluctant to outsourcing business functions to ASP. It is mainly 
due to their lack of trust on party to host confidential data. Moreover, SME may 
also find it difficult to accept the idea of paying on a per usage basis for using 
software application when they could easily get it off the shelf for a one-off 
ownership price. 
6.3.2 Quality Assurance and Proprietary Requirement 
The quality of goods has been ranked by our SME respondents as the number 
4 concern. From manager interviews we have also observed similar findings that 
SME owners feel especially uncomfortable with trading on electronic marketplace 
where quality of goods are of no guarantee when compared to their established 
business counterparts. Established reputation is one of the competitive edges for 
SMEs and therefore they would not risk ruining their well-established image to 
produce bad quality goods with non-assured materials just for the convenient of fast 
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and easy online purchase. Contrarily in some cases, big overseas business 
counterparts may have established their own EC systems for Hong Kong SMEs to 
adapt. Unfortunately, most of these systems are not web-based with standardized 
protocol but require customized software to access and subsequently place and 
receive electronic orders. 
In addition to proprietary system of big overseas corporations which made 
SMEs in Hong Kong difficult to deploy a common and standardized system, most of 
our respondents tend to believe that their own industry are of very high degree of 
specialization. For example, one of our interviews with an owner of a trading agent 
has expressed the concern that his particular industry involves thousands of different 
items, each with very precise and specific technical specifications and it will be 
extremely difficult to list such a broad range of items online and the best Internet can 
do is to market some of the most popular items on the company website with the 
effect of product advertising and promotion purposes. 
6.3.3 Human and Capital Resources 
Typical SMEs have very limited scale of operation, they are mostly run as 
family businesses with just enough human and capital resources for what is absolutely 
required to conduct day-to-day business. Moreover, SMEs cannot spare the 
additional resources to train their employees for the new mode of business using EC. 
As from our manager interviews, we have also observed the fact that SME owners 
would allocate most of their company resources on existing business opportunities. 
They are mostly conservative with business requirement catered to their biggest 
clients, end-customers, and suppliers. As such, it is more of their concern whether 
their business counterparts would be deploying EC and they would keep up with the 
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required mode of conducting business. In that case, SMEs view this as part of their 
operation expenses rather than investment for new business opportunities. 
6.3.4 Reluctance for Change and Lack of Drivers and Initiatives 
With our survey results and managers interviews, it has been one of our most 
obvious observations that our respondents are very reluctant to change the way they 
have been conducting business. It is because as we have mentioned previously, most 
SMEs in Hong Kong are established locally by relatively conservative Chinese family 
businesses with limited resources to develop new business channels. It is important to 
point out that most of our SME respondents realize the needs and potential of EC (as 
ranked at end of the list in Table 5). However, the general mindset of the SME 
owners is of a "follower" position. In other words, if everyone else in the industry 
starts to do it, then it should be the right time to enter the market. The “follower” 
mindset becomes a major hurdle for SMEs to aggressively consider deploying EC 
unless their major business counterparts from overseas make electronic transaction to 
become a mandatory requirement. Unfortunately, we have not come across any such 
responses from most of our interviews, even for industry such as toys and garments, 
which are conducting thousands of transactions each year with customers from the US 
-supposedly the most advanced countries in EC development. For example, when 
we look at the survey results, 50% of our respondents are currently conducting their 
business with counterparts (including suppliers, customers, and agents) from overseas 
countries. Specifically for the toys industry, respondents are actively transacting with 
large corporate such as eToys, Wal-Mart, Toys"R"Us, JCPeimy, Amazon.com, etc. 
But none of the buyers from these huge corporate requires any kind of EC activities. 
In many cases, SMEs are mostly led by big players in the supply chain. For 
example, we have learned from an interview with a local food product manufacturer 
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that even though giant supermarket chains in Hong Kong such as Wellcome and 
ParkNShop have already established their B2C websites. They still do not accept 





7.0 E-STRATEGY FRAMEWORK 
A conceptual prototype of the e-strategy framework is illustrated in Exhibit 6. 
Each component in the framework will be explained in the following paragraphs. 
Exhibit 6: e-Strategic Framework 
• .strategy :: = 7 工 I 
：^  錢疫 r " I 
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The framework serves as a systematic thinking process for SME to go through 
when devising a set of effective EC strategy. Firstly, an SME has to define its 
business objective or goal. Secondly, external analysis on the competitive 
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environment is required in order to position the SME in its respective industry sector. 
Thirdly, an internal analysis has to be performed to pinpoint any core competencies of 
one's business. Finally, when the SME has gone through the analysis, it will be able 
to match its existing business model with a new set of EC strategy, deploys these 
strategies on a fiinctional level, further enhances its business, and eventually 
achieving its ultimate business objective. 
7.1 Step 1: Setting the Goal 
In order for Hong Kong SMEs to survive in an extremely competitive 
environment, as for any other businesses in the world, the ultimate goal for every 
business is to capitalize higher profits. Hence, the first step here is same for all 
companies. Two basic conditions determine a company's profit rate: the amount of 
value customers place on a company's goods and services, and the company's costs of 
production. In its simplest form, profits can be realized by two strategic approaches 
i.e. either by lowering cost of business operations, or by means of achieving higher 
revenues. This will be further elaborated in later section. 
7.2 Step 2: External Analysis 
After setting the goal, the next step is to perform an external analysis. From 
our survey results, we are able to characterize the common business environment for 
Hong Kong's SME. However, each industry sector should be different in their 
environment and therefore should perform individual external analysis in order to 
understand their position. 
Despite of their somewhat deterring mindset, SMEs in our survey have 
positive expectations on EC. Throughout our discussions, we have identified with our 
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respondents most of their perceived opportunities and threats brought about by EC 
deployment. 
Opportunities 
(I) New business and marketing channel 
EC provides an always-on 7x24 trading and marketing channel not only 
limited to a geographically local environment but also taking the SME one level 
higher to international exposure. In other words, business opportunities are expanded 
in multifold. Moreover, this new marketing channel, especially when comparing to 
the traditional way done by most SMEs, are much more dynamic and flexible, with 
instantaneous contents and information update. 
(II) Customer service enhancement 
Customer relationship has always been perceived as one of the competitive 
edges derived from SMEs' nature of dynamism. EC deployment enables SMEs to set 
up a well-received customer feedback and enquiry system. Amongst all, SMEs can 
benefit most from a well-established communication channel along the supply chain 
via email to efficiently exchange operational documents which previously used to 
take a few days to accomplish. 
(III) Higher turnover 
With the expanded business opportunities brought about by EC, SMEs benefit 
from achieving economies of scale by achieving higher sales volume. Furthermore, 
their business operations may enjoy unprecedented reduction in transaction time and 




(I) Over-dependent on IT 
Over-dependency on IT has always been a concern for SMEs when deploying 
any management information systems in the past. SMEs have learned from first hand 
experience the costs of over-dependency — chaos and subsequently loss of revenue. It 
is therefore a new threat to the SMEs when deploying EC except that this time, there 
will be an even more extended effect on the business in a global perspective and not 
limited to internal business operation. As such, SMEs should take proactive measures 
against single point of failure and system breakdown by developing contingency 
fallback to resume conventional business operation in case of system failure. 
(II) Data security and payment issues 
Being the number one concern as perceived by SMEs in our survey, the threat 
of confidential data such as price information being accessed by competitors and lack 
of trust for online payment has remained the first priority and problem for any 
businesses to solve if they were to conduct such activities on the Internet. 
(III) First-mover disadvantage 
Due to the prevailing problem of unclear industry standards and legal 
framework in the Hong Kong EC environment and a lack of industry benchmarking, 
there will be significant first-mover disadvantages for our SMEs when considering 
deploying EC strategies. For example, the high customers and suppliers education 
cost to adapt EC when transforming from existing mode of business transaction. In 
effect, this disadvantage has also become one of the utmost barriers for SMEs EC 
initiatives. 
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(IV) Late-mover disadvantage 
Similar to any other business opportunities in the world, a late-mover threat is 
poised especially for small-scaled businesses such as our SMEs in question. 
J 
Consequently, late adoption to the EC business mode will incur additional efforts to 
seize online customers market share once competitors have started such initiatives. 
(V) System implementation 
Complicated logistic issues, e.g. order fulfillment, and modification to existing 
operation for new EC business processes impose a threat and thus a barrier to our 
SMEs to consider EC deployment during times of tight internal resources in a highly 
competitive business environment. 
Competitive Forces 
In order to further assist our SMEs to understand their respective industry 
environment and with reference to some renowned theoretical frameworks on 
competitive analysis such as the Porter's five forces (Porter, M., 1980) and Andrew 
Grove's Sixth Force (Grove, A., 1996), we have explored and summarized some key 
issues for Hong Kong SMEs to consider before formulating the EC strategy most 
suitable for their respective external business environment. These questions are 
posted in the following paragraphs: 
(I) Buyer-supplier vertical competition 
• Who are the potential users, e.g. corporate clients, suppliers, or end-
consumers? 
• How many potential users are there? 
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• How well would our suppliers/buyers accept the new business channel? 
• Are any of the dominating suppliers/customers in our supply chain pushing 
such EC adoption? If so, what are their intentions and time schedule? 
I 
• What sales volume can be achieved by EC deployment as compared to the 
conventional way? Is it an incremental or dramatic change? 
• Is purchasing behavior/pattern such as payment preference and order lot-
size favoring our business by EC means? 
• Are raw materials and end products simple commodities that can be easily 
traded over the EC model? 
• Is our EC initiative unique in the industry? 
• Can buyers/suppliers obtain products or services from multiple electronic 
platforms? 
(II) New entry 
• How easy can new competitors imitate our EC model? Are our new 
competitive advantages introduced by EC sustainable? 
• How can this new business model successfully retain customer loyalty? 
• What are the switching costs for users? 
• Can we achieve higher economies of scale with the introduction of this 
initiative? 
• Can we enjoy any cost advantages, e.g. first-mover or late-mover 
advantage? 
• What are the scales of initial and on-going investments for us and for our 
competitors to justify when first entering this new market? 
• What should we expect the return on investment (ROI) and timeframe of 
such investment? 
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(III) Direct competitors 
• Is there a surging demand in our industry growth, especially in electronic 
trading? 
• What are the trends of EC within our industry sector? How well are our 
existing competitors performing with this new model? 
• Should we be the leader or follower in EC? Who are the industry leaders 
and competitors of our size? Are they aggressive enough to start 
deploying EC strategy? 
• What exit strategy should be considered and what are the costs to suffer 
when EC becomes unpromising for us? 
• How do we differentiate our new EC model from our competitors if 
everyone else in our industry deploys it? 
• Does it enhance our company image as perceived by customers and 
suppliers? 
• How do these new benefits compare to our industry benchmark? 
(IV) Substitutes 
• How does the EC model compare to the conventional way of conducting 
business? 
• Does the electronic model add new values to our existing business in 
price-performance trade-off, i.e. by how much does it cut operating cost 
and efficiency? 
(V) Complementors 
• Who can help us in our EC strategy? 
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• What can we get from the government to better facilitate us entering the 
EC arena? 
• What parties are involved in the EC value-chain, e.g. solution providers 
such as ASP, data-center, web-developer, infrastructure solution provider, 
etc.? 
• What are the initial investment and switching cost across different solution 
providers and platforms? 
• How do we ensure ourselves not to be over-dependent on third parties e.g. 
security, single point of failure and system breakdown, etc.? 
• Can our business growth in EC sustain to cover the operating cost of our 
deployment and what are the product life-time/life-cycles of third party 
services? 
7.3 Step 3: Internal Analysis 
The next step is to perform an internal analysis. The principle objective of 
here is to understand the competitive advantages of a company. Competitive 
advantages are the product of at least one of the following: superior efficiency, 
superior quality, superior innovation, and superior customer responsiveness. 
Achieving superiority here requires that a company develop appropriate distinctive 
competencies, which in turn are a product of the kind of resources and capabilities 
that a company possesses (Hill, C. et al，1999). 
From our survey results and subsequent to our discussions from the previous 
sections, we have obtained a thorough understanding of Hong Kong SMEs. At this 
point therefore, we are able to characterize the internal EC resources and EC 
capability of a typical SME from our sample in order to pinpoint Hong Kong SMEs' 
competencies. However, since almost every company from our samples belong to 
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highly specialized field of industry, each business may differ and therefore should 
perform individual internal analysis in order to define its unique set of distinctive 
competencies, which in turn, identify how the company achieves its competitive 
advantages. 
(I) Resources 
• Very limited extra capital and human resources with an intense focused 
use on existing business model 
• Each SME employing a range of 1 to 10 in-house IT professionals 
• No extra effort and time to retrain staff and customers even if they were to 
deploy any EC practices 
(II) Capabilities 
• Flexible and quick decision-making stems from the fact that most SMEs 
are managed as family businesses 
• Extremely reluctant to outsourcing data-hosting services 
• Most SMEs already have established relationship with software 
outsourcing and maintenance companies 
7.4 Step 4: Selecting e-Strategies 
At this point, we have already characterized the common internal resources 
and capabilities, and external environment of a typical Hong Kong SME. By 
following the same logic, an individual SME should also have a comprehensive 
picture of the company and the external competitive environment on its specific 
industry. At this stage，an SME can decide to formulate its EC strategy that best 
aligns with its ultimate business goal: increasing the profitability of the company. In 
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adopting EC initiatives, there are two basic strategies to follow - cost reduction and 
increase in revenue. 
(I) Cost reduction 
EC reduces the cost of businesses operation in many ways. For example, it 
i 
reduces: 
• Cost of creating, processing, distributing, storing, and retrieving paper-
based information 
• Inventories and overhead by managing the supply chain 
• Time between receiving order and delivery of products and services 
• Telecommunication cost 
(II) Increase in revenue 
EC enables a dramatic increase in revenue generation by expanding a 
company's global market exposure. Furthermore, it allows businesses to be 
conducted without time and geographic restrictions. Other benefits of EC, such as 
improving corporate image, improving customer responsiveness, increasing business 
opportunities with new partners, and increasing productivity and flexibility will all 
enhance a company's competitiveness, and hence, revenue will increase. 
As the two strategies are not mutually exclusive, it is often that companies use 
both strategies to achieve their business goals. In order to be consistent with our 
findings on SMEs' attitude and capabilities towards EC, and to make the strategy 
formulation process simpler, our framework suggests SMEs to focus on either one of 
the strategies for one planning period at a time. 
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7.5 Step 5: Identifying e-Competitive Advantages 
The next step in the framework is to align e-Competitive advantages to the 
selected e-Strategy. In step 2，internal analysis, we have discussed the major factors 
for building a company's competitive advantages. They are superior efficiency, 
superior quality, superior innovation, and superior customer responsiveness. These 
factors also work for building the e-Competitive advantages. 
Our framework bases on these four factors for SMEs who can effectively 
realize sustainable competitive advantages by deploying EC strategies. 
A firm has a e-Competitive advantages if: 
• Efficiency — more efficient in its business operation after deploying EC 
• Quality - higher quality products or inputs after deploying EC 
• Innovation — more innovative products or processes after deploying EC 
• Customer Responsiveness — faster respond to customers by deploying EC 
Depending on its distinctive competencies, a company may choose any one or 
a combination of the four elements to build its e-Competitive advantages to align with 
the selected e-Strategies, cost reduction and/or increase in revenue. Moreover, it is 
also possible for SMEs to ride on its existing competitive advantages, further enhance 
them with the adoption of EC, and in the meantime creating and initializing new ones 
with their new hybrid click-and-mortar business model. 
7.6 Step 6: Selecting e-Functional Strategies 
Once an SME has identified its competitive advantages and selected its basic 
strategy approach, the last step is to choose the e-Functional Strategies to implement. 
In this stage, the SMEs will select to implement any one or a combination of the six 
common e-functional areas that align with the e-competitive advantages components 
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identified in the previous step. Table 6 lists the six common e-functional areas with 
their primary roles and examples of functions for references. 
Table 6: e-Functional Areas 
X『二etie皿 1 Primary Roles Examples of Functions 
e infrastructure Information sharing and transfer Client/Server computer network 
e-m ras rue re Cooperation among functions Intranet and Extranet 
Process Automation q 1 h . t 
11 , Shorten Production Time [冗P 乂 nagemen e-collaboration „ EDI Trace source . . 
TTT T ‘ e-logistics JIT Inventory � 
Increase market exposure Website 
e-marketing Economies of scale E l 二 c market place  
Gam knowledge of customer behavior  
Responsive 2-ways communication Data-mining 
i . Foster long-term relationship On-line enquiry 
“ Facilitate selling e.g. repeat-selling, cross- Customer information database 
selling, multi-selling e-ordering 
Lowering cost on sourcing . a <? r . . oi • . ? Auction & Exchange engine 
e-sourcmg Shortenmg sourcing time Electronic market place 
Expanding source of parts and materials  
T Internet banking 
Increase accuracy ^^  ‘ .f . , T ^^ . “ Payment over the internet 
e-payment Increase efficiency Oiiine order 
Increase integrity , , , , ‘ ° “ placement/acknowledgement 
In large corporations, this step might involve dramatic operational 
transformation such as business process reengineering. However, in our case for 
SMEs where time and resources are of the utmost importance, most of the strategies 
will involve only incremental changes from conventional business approaches such as 
electronic automation with Internet-based application. The goal here is to implement 
EC functions in the most cost and time-efficient manner to prevent resistive forces 
realized from business intervention and reluctance from employees. 
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CHAPTER 8 
8.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
In our dissertation study, we have collected both quantitative data from our 
SME respondents along with their qualitative views on EC deployment through one-
on-one interview sessions. With these valuable data and information, we are able to 
characterize our SME respondents with some typical traits: 
• Increasing needs in computer system for internal business operation 
• Increasing use of the Internet for communication and marketing purposes 
• Operate in a highly competitive market environment 
• Dynamic and quick business decision-making ability 
• Dependence on big players in industry — a leader-follower relationship 
• Tight resource allocation and cash flow 
• High expectation on an industry specific EC model 
• Bearing a follower and risk-adverse mindset 
As discussed in previous chapters, our SME respondents' most perceived 
benefits of EC deployment are: 
• Improve information exchange with customers 
• Reduce cost of maintaining company information 
• International market exposure 
• Improve customer service and enhance customer loyalty 
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Moreover, we may also conclude our local SMEs' major concerns for EC 
deployment into four categories: 
• Electronic payment & data confidentiality 
• Quality assurance and proprietary requirement 
• Human and capital investment 
• Reluctant to change and lack of drivers and initiatives 
After studying the current situation of SMEs' EC adoption for the two 
professional associations and reviewing the prior studies of EC adoption in Singapore 
and Taiwan, we observe clear similarities amongst most SMEs in the Asia Pacific 
region in their perceived benefits of EC such as increasing international market 
exposure and enhancing customer service quality and responsiveness. Moreover, it is 
also apparent that SMEs from different countries are facing very similar obstacles 
such as lack of technical consultation support and incompetence in EC development 
knowledge, lack of government support in financing and guidance on a clear EC 
regulatory framework, and reluctant to change from their current business models to 
EC which is perceived to incur high startup but slow return on investment. In the 
meantime, there is an indication that despite of an observation in the reluctant mindset 
of most typical SMEs in the Asian region, our Hong Kong SMEs are in an even more 
peculiar position lagging behind companies of similar sizes from Taiwan, Singapore, 
and Australia in their EC initiatives. 
For the individual SME in Hong Kong, it is our best advice that they should be 
a lot more anticipative, assertive, and aggressive in formulating and subsequently 
implementing a set of their industry-specific EC strategy in preparing themselves to 
enter the e-business arena at the right time in order to enhance their competitiveness 
in the new economy. It means that even though our local SMEs may perceive EC as 
still a long way to go, they should always be alert and well equipped to catch up 
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quickly and as soon as they are ready. In other words, SMEs will need to look up to 
their peers, competitors, and industry leaders not only in Hong Kong but also from 
other countries and constantly keep up with the trends in EC. Professional 
associations, commerce organizations and committees would thus need to facilitate 
many more interactive discussions and forums on EC so as to keep their members 
well educated and informed up-to-date on the current development amongst each 
other and at the same time establish connections with the I.T. industry to work out the 
most appropriate solutions catering our SMEs' local and customized requirement. 
On the Hong Kong government side, we also conclude from our SME 
feedback that even though the SAR government is actively proposing various 
incentives to local EC development in directions such as setting up the Hong Kong 
Post Office as a Certificate Authority (CA) for EC trading, and granting funds for 
innovative technology projects, our SMEs do expect more — especially in need of a 
concrete EC regulatory framework, assistance in technical consultation, and 
facilitating a trustful electronic trading environment. As such, policy makers should 
address the specific requirement of our local SMEs — interactively communicate with 
the business owners to thoroughly understand their unique needs in the Hong Kong 
SME business environment well before adopting similar measures from neighbor 
countries in order to enhance the competitiveness of Hong Kong SMEs in a globalize 
economy with EC development as an essential enabler for business success in the 
very near future. 
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APPENDIX I 
ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH & CHINESE VERSIONS 
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Survey on e-Commerce for SME 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong Full-time MBA Programmes Research Project 
in cooperation with the Chinese Executive Club - HKMA and The Hong Kong Women Professionals 
and Entrepreneurs Association(HKWPEA). 
Note 1: An electronic version of this questionnaire can also be obtained from the following website: 
http://www.geocities.coni/lyklyka/project/survey 
Note 2: For any enquiry, please email to: clarence_tong@yahoo.coni 
Statement of Confidentiality: 
This survey serves as an academic research for an MBA dissertation project. Data obtained herein will NOT be 
disclosed for whatever reasons unless with written approval from the corresponding respondents. However, ij 
respondent is not willing to disclose information requested below, please simply leave the space blank. 
Part I; General Information 
Contact Information 
1. Company Name:  
2. Contact Person:  
3. Position:  
4. Phone Number:  
5. Fax Number:  
6. Email Address:  
7. Corporate Website:  
Page 1 o f8 
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Business Profile 
8. What is the company's core business ？ 
Manufacture 
• T o y s nGarment/Textile DComputer Product D Jewelry 
•Electronic Product • Watches & Clocks • Chemical Product • Plastic Product 
•Metal l ic Product • Others - Please specify:  
Service 
•Education • Banking/Financial Services DRetail DLaw/Legal Services 
•Computer/IT •Construction DConsulting Services DLogistics Services 
•Media/Publishing • Property/Real Estate DRestaurant •Hotel/Tourism/Travel 
DTrading Agent •Technology/Telecom D Storage/Warehousing 
n Others - Please specify:  
9. How many employees does your company have? 
• < 1 0 D i o - s o D s i - i o o D i o i - i o o o O i o o o 
10. Last year turnover of your company is approximately (in HKD) $ 
11 • (a)Does your company have any office(s) in PRC? 
• Y e s - Please specify the location(s):  
• N o 
(b)Does your company have any office(s) in overseas? 
• Y e s - Please specify the location(s):  
• N o 
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12. (a)Does your company have any manufacturing plant(s) in PRC? 
• Y e s - Please specify the location(s):  
• N o 
(b)Does your company have any manufacturing plant(s) in overseas? 
• Y e s - Please specify the location(s):  
• N o 
13. Which of the following party/parties does your company conduct international businesses with? 
•Overseas customers - they approx. represent % of our total customers 
n Overseas suppliers - they approx. represent % of our total suppliers 
n Overseas partners 
• O t h e r s - Please specify:  
• N o n e 
14. In terms of turnover, which of the following region does your company conduct most businesses with? 
• N o r t h America 
• S o u t h America 
• E U 
• P R C 
D Japan/Taiwan/North Korea 
•Southeast Asia (Singapore/Thailand/Indonesia) 
•Midd le East & India 
• A f r i c a 
•O the r s - Please specify:  
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Part II; Current Usage of Computer 
If your company do not have any usage of Computer, please skip to part IV 
15. How many computer terminals are there in your company? 
• < 1 0 D l O - S O D s i - 1 0 0 ^ > 1 0 0 
16. How many staff are there in your company's computer, MIS, or IT departments? 
•<2 lib-5 De-io ^>10 
DThere is no computer, MIS, or IT department in my company 
17. Which of the following IT function(s) for your company are out-sourced? 
•Hardware 's maintenance 
D Software's maintenance 
•Database's maintenance 
• D a t a administration 
• D a t a storage 
D Website design and maintenance 
DOthers - Please specify:  
• O u r company do not have any out-sourced IT function 
Part III; Electronic Commerce Capability 
18. Is your company currently having access to the Internet? 
• Y e s D N o (skip to question# 22� 
19. How does your company access to the Internet? 
•Dai l -up dlLeased line 
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20. What is the proportion of computer terminals capable of accessing the Internet ？ 
• < 1 0 % DlO-SOyo • 5 1 - 9 9 % [11100% 
21. What is the proportion of employees having their own email accounts ？ 
• < 1 0 % • l 0 - 5 0 % • 5 1 - 9 9 % Chooo/o 
• O u r company does not have any email communication facility 
22. Which of the following electronic business fimction(s) is your company planning or considering to implement ？ 
(Skip the Junction(s) that your company does not consider to implement) 
Already within within more than consider but no 
�mplemented 6 months 12 months 12 months time schedule 
A computerized database of your customers • • • • 口 
A computerized database of your suppliers • • • • • 
A computerized record of your inventory • • • • 口 
An internal computer network (Local Area Network - LAN) • • • • • 
An external computer network linking business partners • • • • • 
An external computer network linking overseas office/plant • • • • • 
Establish a corporate website D HH D D D 
Research or collect information on the Internet • • • • • • 
Material sourcing on the Internet • O D O D 
Order Placement with business counterparts over the Internet O CIl • D • 
Making payment to business counterparts over the Internet • • (Zl O O 
Customers order received over the Internet D D D D D 
Customers payment over Internet • D O 口 D 
Supply chain management eg. Inventory control • • • • 口 
Internet marketing / advertising • • • • 口 
Recruitment via the Internet • • D • • 
Provide on-line retailing on the Internet • • • • • 
Provide technical support or online enquiry service • • • • 口 
to customer via the Internet 
Banking over the Internet • • • • • 
Outsource administrative work (e.g. H.R.) to service • • • • • 
provider over the Internet 
Outsource functional work (e.g. Accounting) to service • • • • • 
provider over the Internet 
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23. How effective does your company think the following electronic business activities are for improving business ？ 
No Effect Quite Effective Very Effective 
1 2 3 4 5 
A computerized database of your customers • • 口 • 口 
A computerized database of your suppliers D D D • • 
A computerized record of your inventory • • 口 • 口 
An internal computer network • • 口 • 口 
An external network linking business partners • • • • • 
An external network linking overseas office/plant • • 口 • 口 
Establish a corporate website • • • • • 
Research or collect information on the Internet 口 D • • • 
Material sourcing on the Internet • • 口 • 口 
Order Placement with business counterparts • • • • 口 
over the Internet 
Making payment over the Internet • - • • • 口 
Customers order received over the Internet CD • • • 口 
Customers payment over Internet • • 口 • 口 
Supply chain management eg. Inventory control • • • • O 
Internet marketing / advertising • • • • • 
Recruitment via the Internet O • D D • 
Provide on-line retailing on the Internet D • • • • 
Provide technical support or online enquiry • • • • • 
service to customer via the Internet 
Banking over the Internet D • 口 C] 口 
Outsource administrative work (e.g. H.R.) to service • • Q • • 
provider over the Internet 
Outsource functional work (e.g. Accounting) to • • • • 口 
service provider over the Internet 
24. How important are the following potential benefits of electronic commerce for your company? 
Not Important — Quite Important 一 Very Important 
1 2 3 4 5 
Improve information exchange with customers • • 口 • 口 
Enhance customer loyalty and retention • • 口 • 口 
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Improve customer service • • 口 • 口 
International market exposure • • 口 • 口 
Reduce cost of maintaining conymy information • • 口 • 口 
Improve information exchange with suppliers O • O • 口 
Reduce costs through Web based purchasing • • d • 口 
and procurement 
Part IV; Obstacles in Applying Electronic Commerce 
To what degree does your company consider the following problems as obstacles for implementing electronic 
commerce ？ Please indicate level of agreement with the following statements:-
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral -Agree Strongly Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
Internal Issues 1 2 3 4 5 
25. The company (senior management) does not understand the capabilities and advantages of . 口 口 • • 口 
e-commerce / not interested / no need 
26. The company (senior management) does not believe that electronic commerce is effective • • • • • 
in improving business by reducing cost, generating extra revenue, or increase efficiency 
27. The company does not have extra capital resources to implement electronic commerce • • • • • 
28. The company does not have extra human resources to implement electronic commerce • • • • • 
29. Low education level of staff eg. English proficiency, is a major barrier • • • • • 
30. Low computer or IT proficiency of staff is a major barrier • • • • • 
31. Great resistance of senior management and general staff in implementing electronic • • • • • 
commerce _ 
32. High initial investment cost in setting up electronic commerce eg. staff training, computer • • • • • 
hardware, etc. ^ 
33. Involve much changes in company structure and current business operation • U U U U 
34. Rather re-invest to improve current business than this much riskier project • • • • • 
35. Concern about computer breakdown will result in loss of business if too reliant on IT • • • • • 
Externa] Issues 
36. No need due to only small clientele base • • • • • 
37. Lack of success stories with SME in EC as reference • • • • • 
38. Concern on disclosure of company's product to competitors • • • • • 
39. Competitors in industry are not conducting electronic commerce • • • • • 
40. Strategic partners eg. supplier or customers are not adapting electronic commerce • • • • 口 
41. Quality of goods purchased over the Internet is a major concern • • • • • 
42. Not enough external sources of information or technical assistance from IT solution • • • • • 
providers available in the market 
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Regulatory and Environmental Issues 
43. Security over the Internet is a major concern eg. Authenticity, unauthorized access • • • • • 
44. No clear legal framework in regulating the electronic transaction is a major concern • • • • • 
45. Inadequate government support in promoting e-commerce • • [ ! ] • • 
46. Immature electronic payment method is a major concern • • • • 口 
47. The Internet is only a fad and therefore not worth the investment and risk • • • • • 
48. Uncertain of the future business environment - wait and see approach • • • • O 
Part V; Additional Comments 
Please specify other comments, for example company or industry specific barrier for your company to implement 
e-commerce as a new way of conducting business, (attachment is welcome if space provided is not enough) 
49. • Please check the box if you would like to receive a copy of the summary report. 
50. • Please check the box if you would like to fiirther discuss with us on the opportunities and 
barriers to electronic commerce use by your company. 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME. 
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子產品 •鐘錄 •化學物料 •型膠產品 
•五金產品 •其它 _請列明： 
mm 
•牧育 •銀行/金融 •零售/批發 •法律 
•電腦/資訊科技 •建造/建染 •顧問服務 •物流服務 
•傅煤/印刷 •地產物業 •飲食 •酒店/旅遊 
•貿易代理 •霍訊 •資倉管理 
•其它 _請列明： 
9.貴公司有多少員工？ 
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16.貴公司的霍_/資訊系統管理/資訊科技郎門，共有多少名員工？ 
















• < 1 0 % D L O - 5094 D B I - 99% DLOOJI 
21.贵公司的職員，有多少位（以百分比計）是擁有公司的霍郵地址？ 
• < 1 0 % D L O - 50% D S I - 99% • L O O J I 
•本公司並沒有任何霄郵通訊設備 





*行 *行 贲行 後貪行 的時間表 
建立1：腦化的客戶資料庫 口 0 I • 口 口 
建立•腦化的供應商資料庫 D (• 口 口 
建立®腦化的存資管理系統 • • • • n 
建立公司的®腦網絡（LAN) • • • • • 
發展與生意伙伴接洽的外郎S：腦網絡 • • 口 口 D 
發展與海外公司/代理接洽的對外霍腦網络 • 口 [ • 口 0 
建立公司企業網站 • O !• O 
透過亙聯網尋找或收茱资料 O I • 口 口 
透過亙聯網採賭物料 • • • O O 
透過亙聯網與生意伙伴處理落單訂貸事宜 O O O I • 口 
透過亙聯網付款予生意伙伴 ！• O O I • 口 
透過亙聯網接收客戶之訂單 O d • !• 
透遇亙聯網接收客戶之付款 0 O [• O CD 
透過亙聯網管理〔供應辣〕如存資處理 O O (• CD 
透過亙聯網作市i易推廣或宣傳 • • • • • 
透過亙聯網招聘員工 • • • • • 
透過互聯網提供網上零售服務 • • • • • 
透過亙聯網為客戶提供技術支援或網上諮詢服務 • O 0 0 O 
透過亙聯網使用網上銀行服務 0 . 0 • • • 
透過亙聯網外利行改工作（如人力資源管理） D O • (• 0 




1 2 3 4 5 
建立®腦化的客戶資料庫 O • • 口 
建立S：腦化的供應商資料庫 D 0 • I • 口 
建立S腦化的存》管理系統 O • • 口 O 
建立公司的S腦網络（LAN) • • • • • 
發展與生意伙伴接洽的外郎置脳網络 • • • • ( • 
發展與海外公司/代理接洽的對外電腦網络 • O !• (• 0 
建立公司企業網站 • [ • ! • [ • [• 
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透過互聯網尋找或收集資料 ！• I • • 口 口 
透過互聯網採購物料 • • • O • 
透過亙聯網與生意伙伴處理落單訂資事宜 O ! • I • • 口 
透過亙聯網付款予生意伙伴 [ • 口 口 口 口 
透過互聯網接收客戶之訂單 ！• D • 口 口 
透過亙聯網接收客戶之付款 • n • • • 
透過亙聯網管理〔供鹿辣〕如存資處理 • D CU CD m 
透過互聯網作市場推廣或宣傳 ！• [• d D 口 
透過亙聯網招聘員工 • • • • 口 
透過亙聯網提供網上零售服務 • • • • • 
透過亙聯網為客戶提供技術支援或網上諮詢服務 • CD (• [ • 口 
透過亙聯網使用網上銀行服務 [ • [ • [ ： ] • • 
透過亙聯網外糾行孜工作（如人力資源管理） 口 • O [ • 口 
透過亙聯網外利公司的功能郎門（如會計服務） ！• O D • 口 
24.貴公司認為寊行1：子商貿對下列幾項有多重要？‘ 
不重要 鼓為重要 非 
常重要 
1 2 3 4 5 
改善與宮戶的資料傅遞互通 D O C ] m o 
增強客戶對公司的歸屬感 D • • • 口 
改善客戶服務質数 • • • a 
有助捕展國際市場 • • • • • 
節省腐理文件的開支 [• [• • • 口 
改善與供應商的资料傳遞互通 • [• o n • 
透過網上採購節省開支 D I • 口 O • 
竿ro郎粉：确用子商貿的障礙 
在官行S子商貿時，貴公司認為下列哪幾項是主要的阻礙或困難？請表W同意程度：-
非 常 不 同 意 不 同 意 沒 有 意 見 同 惫 非常同意 
1 2 3 4 5 
公司内節事項 1 2 3 4 5 
25.管理階層不明白/不感興越/認為不需要®子商貿的發展潛力和其所帶來的好嵐 • • • • • 
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26.管理階層不相信霍子商貿能有牧地節省资源，增加公司盈利或效率 • • • • • 
27.公司沒有額外資金去發展電子商貿 ！• I • 口 [• O 
28.公司沒有額外的人力資源去發展1：子商貿 • • O • 
29.員工牧育程度低（$n英文程度）是處理電子商貿的主要阻礙 • • • • • 
30.員工缺乏基本®腿知識是處理霍子商貿的主要阻礙 • • • • • 
31.管理階届或員工拒絕轉用電子商貿模式是主要阻礙 • • [ • • • 
32.發展霍子商貿時需要的鹿大投資（如救育員工，採賭相關笔腦硬件等）是主要阻礙 • • • • • 
33.電子商貿會令到公司架構或絰營模式碑樊是主要阻礙 • • • • • 
34.電子商貿所涉及的風險比较大，公司寧可選擇投资另類項目以改善目前的運作模式 • • • • • 
35.霍腦技術問題可能為公司帶來嚴重的躬損，故不應過份依重1：腦科技 • • • • • 
公司外部事項 
36.客戶數量不大，故無須利用®子商貿 • • • • • 
37.沒有足夠的例證去引證中小型企業能成功地麻用霍子商貿模式 • • • • • 
38.競爭對手可透過罢子商貿來取得公司的資料 • • • • [ ： ] 
39.競爭對手同樣沒有採用1；子商貿 • • ! • ( • • 
40.公司生意伙伴，如供庞商或客戶同樣沒有採用霍子商貿 • • • • ! • 
41.透過霍子商貿不能確定產品的品質 • • • • • 
42.市場上沒有足夠的資料或技術援助去解決現有的資訊科技問題 • • • I • 口 
法律或環境事項 -
43.不厳慎的保密程度（扣黑客竊取客戶资料/進入程式）是應用S：子商貿的主要阻礙 • • • • • 
44.現時的1：子商貿監管制度沒有W確的法律相引 • • • [ • 口 
45.孜府對電子商貿沒有足夠的支持及推廣 • • • • D 
46.雾子商貿中不徤全的付款方法是主要阻礙 • • • I • 口 
47.亙聯網只是一時的湖流，故無須為此作出找资和承受風險 • • • • • 
48.不能明確未來的投資環境，故應持觀望態度 • • • • • 
第五部份：其他意見 
扣贵公司在發展或應用笔子商貿時曾遇上任何問題，歡迎在此表達您的意見• 
49. • 扣閣下希望收到此問卷的整項調査報告，請在空格内記號. 
50. • 如閣下希望與我們討論有關對電子商貿之麻用，請在空格内記號• 
謝謝您抽空完成此項問卷 
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LETTER OF GRATITUDE 
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• i 賓 f K yH史办 
CHINESE EXECUTIVES CLUB 
S P O N S O R E D BY THE HONG KONG MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION' 
May 2,2001 
Dear Andy & Clarence, 
“日ectronic Commerce for SMEs in Hong Kong" 
On behalf of the Chinese Executive Club, I would like to thank you for conducting such an 
insightful research and for accepting our invitation for conducting a presentation lo both CEC 
and HKWPEA members on 22 May 2001. 
The information and practical recommendations in your report are fruitful ancj^tiave definitely 
shed some lights for our SME owners to be alerted and subsequently, devHnD a sense of 
urgency for catching up in such a dynamic and rapidly advancing technology-o. iven business 
environment. 
1 thank you both once again for your whole-hearted effort in the research and I must also take 
this opportunity to express my gratitude to our CEC committee, HKWPEA, and our fellow 
members who enjoyed cooperating and contributing to such an accomplishment. Finally, I 
wish you two every success in your MBA study and your future careers. 
Yours truly, 
Raymond Lo 
Chinese Executives Club 
14/F FAIRMONT HOUSE. 8 COTTON TREE DRIVE. CENTRAL. HONG KONG. TEL: 2526 6516 FAX： 2868 4387 
香港管理專菜協會香港中環紅棉路八號東昌大度十四字樓電話： 2 5 2 6 6 5 1 6 傳 2 8 6 8 4 3 8 7 
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